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PROPOSAL – Project Title:  CUATRO DE AGOSTO – WATER FOR LIFE  

SECTION A – HOST AND INTERNATIONAL SPONSOR INFORMATION 

Host Sponsor:  3860 International Sponsor:  1070

Primary Contact: Gahi, Desiree Jo C. (6390135) Primary Contact: Dehnel, John (551623)

District: 3860 District: 1070

Club: Banilad Metro Club: Melton Mowbray

 

SECTION B - COMMUNITY NEEDS 

(1) Describe the benefitting community including its location using any relevant geographic 

and demographic information. If the activity is a scholarship, enter “N/A” 

 

Cuatro de Agosto is a small community or barangay situated 5 kilometers from the 

town of Mahaplag, Leyte province in the Philippines.  It lies at the junction of 2 

motorways, the Maharlika Highway and the Provincial Highway.  It is better known 

as “Crossing”, a name taken from its location, - crossroads. Later it was officially 

given its name Cuatro de Agosto when the Philippine Congress enacted Republic Act 

2565 creating this community into a barangay, on June 21, 1959. Leyte province is 

one of the most undeveloped and poorest provinces in the country. 

This community has a total land area of 261 hectares.  The main crop is coconut and 

a few varieties of bananas and root crops.  Flat agricultural lands only comprise 

about 20% of the total land area while 80% are mountainous rugged terrain.  

Villagers mostly reside in the lowlands, specifically along the main highway. 
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Population and Demographics – Cuatro de Agosto has a population of more than 

1,000. About 60% of the population consists of those aged 0 to 20, while about 25% 

are those aged 21 up to 60, and 15% are considered senior citizens, 61 years old -up. 

While majority of the residents are somehow literate and numerate, having attained 

basic elementary or secondary level education, only about 2% have gone on to 

college.  Residents are predominantly Christians and are Cebuano (Bisaya) speaking. 

Majority of the residents are lower income earners with common jobs as day 

laborers in the farms, workers in construction firms in nearby towns and as 

household helpers. Majority of the women help their families earn a living by making 

and selling bibingka, a native rice delicacy.  They sell this to passengers of buses 

which usually stop in the area. Less than 1% of the villagers can be considered 

wealthy. 

Dwelling units are 70% made of light materials, such as wood, bamboo, discarded 

boxes, and nipa and cogon grass. 27% are made of combined wood and concrete, 

while only 3% of the houses are made of concrete and steel roofing. 

Electricity – is available to the entire community, but only about 75 % of the 

households can afford to avail of this utility. The rest are using oil-based lamps. 

 

(2) What community needs have been identified? If the activity is a scholarship, enter 

“N/A” 

 

a. Adequate and Potable Water Supply – Water is not only important to life.  In 

Cuatro de Agosto it is life itself. The community has identified a major need 

for clean, potable and available water. The need for an adequate water 

supply has been the perennial problem of this community for almost a 

century. Residents have to depend on the rain and on the streams that would 

continue to flow for a week or two after a heavy downpour in the village. The 

water fetched from a mountain spring is often far from the houses and 

oftentimes hazardous and sometimes even carrying water borne diseases. 

Potable bottled water bought from the nearby villages is expensive. 

 

b. Sanitation – Sanitation is a need that can be addressed with an adequate 

supply of water.  Since there is lack of continuous supply of water, sanitation 

is not easily possible and often compromised.  Health is always at risk. Toilet 

facilities are not considered sanitary without water. Children often roam 

around all-day unwashed which may lead easily to epidemic breakouts. 

Livestock facilities are rarely cleaned. 
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c. Skills Training - Most of the residents are unskilled laborers and farmers. 

Young women mostly go to the cities and other towns to work as domestic 

helpers or shop workers. Others, especially the married ones, content 

themselves in making native rice cakes which they sell to bus passengers. Due 

to the lack of water supply, most of the residents fail to do their domestic 

and income generating activities because most of their time spent fetching 

water far from their houses. For those who buy bottled drinking water not 

much is left of their money to buy food and other essentials. With a supply of 

potable water in place, the residents who are mostly jobless or out-of-school 

youth will be able to be trained to enable them to engage in income 

generating endeavors and other marketable crafts.  Families could provide 

themselves with enough income to sustain their families’ needs and even 

send their children to school.  

 

d. Education - There is a 2-classroom school with grades one and two classes.  

There is only one teacher, no library, no toilet, no computer and other 

equipment, no playground apparatuses, etc. and of course, no water. 

Intermediate graders have to walk on foot to attend classes in the 

neighboring villages. Majority of the youth are out of school. With an 

available water system in the school, children will be able attend their classes 

instead of staying home and helping their families fetch water from up the 

mountains.  Literacy will be greatly enhanced and their chances of a better 

life will be improved.         

 

(3) How are these needs currently being addressed with local resources and/or 

government agencies, NGOS, etc? Summarize the proposed activity (ies). If the activity 

is a scholarship, enter “N/A” 

 

These needs are hardly being addressed. The Government has been apathetic 

and has no plans to solve the water situation at the present. Villagers with 

some resources purchase purified bottled water, but majority of the 

population collect water from unsafe sources. Although there had been some 

past initiatives, solutions to the problem are brought through the resources 

of outside agencies. 

 

Water – The first settlers used to fetch water from a spring about 2 

kilometers away from the village using bamboo poles as water containers.  

Later they would use clay jars and carry the jars on their heads. With the help 

of other settlers, a village leader constructed a small concrete reservoir near 

the spring and used rubber hoses as conduit; however the water supply was 

not continuous and could only serve a few households. An organization of 

young single men and women the OLIDA (Olitawo ug Daga / Young Men and 

Women) raised funds to be able to put up another reservoir.  This would only 

serve for a few years as the water source had dried up. Today, the need for 
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drinking water is solved by fetching water from an identified spring up the 

mountains.  Others purchase bottled water. 

In early 2000, the municipal government put up a water project, the KALAHI, 

in order to solve the almost a century of water problem. However, this was 

not sustained as at present faucets seldom have flowing water.  Sometimes 

not even a drop. If ever there is water, it is not potable. 

In 2010, an ocular inspection was made by the members of the Rotary Club of 

Banilad Metro (RCBM) accompanied by some local volunteers to search for a 

possible water source. A spring was found in one of the mountains about 2 

kilometers from the community proper. They estimated its output volume 

capacity to be 5 gallons per seconds. RCBM visited this area again in May 

2012, and found the water still untouched and abundant. A local technical 

and scientific study was conducted to ascertain its viability. 

 

Health and Sanitation – There is a Health Center or local clinic manned by a 

midwife and a volunteer worker as assistant, to give pre-natal care to 

pregnant women and to give immunization, when there is supply.  For 

medical consultations, the service of a lone doctor 5 kilometers away is 

sought.  But for really sick persons and serious emergency cases they go to a 

primary hospital 25 kilometers away. There is no available water in the health 

center. 

Water-closet toilets are not practical due to lack of water.  Most of the toilets 

are water sealed (not flushed) others are the open system latrines. Water 

supply provided by KALAHI which is not potable is being used at present, but 

this is not also available regularly. 

Skills Training – A group of mostly out- of- school youth has signified interest 

in undergoing skills training organized by a church volunteer. There is a need 

to find expert to conduct the training needed. There are no specific skills 

training given yet. 

The local Rotary Community Corps shall undergo a series of training seminars 

and modules to better equip the stakeholders with the necessary 

management and organizational skills in all phases of the project programme. 

Water conservation, quality and monitoring tests and environment 

protection shall be highly stressed. Skills training in income generating 

livelihood activities shall also be undertaken. 
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SECTION C – ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION 

(1) Summarize the proposed activity(ies) 

 

The main objective of the project is to provide the residents of Cuatro De Agosto the 

opportunities to develop themselves and the community through a much needed water 

system, thereby greatly improving and enhancing their quality of life. 

This is a project proposed by the Rotary Club of Banilad Metro, to provide clean available 

water sourced from a mountain spring, through a main water reservoir with an ideal intake 

capacity of 26,000 liters and an input volume capacity estimated at 5 gallons per second. 

This will enable the more than 200 households to simultaneously turn on their faucets for 

an hour with an uninterrupted flow of potable water equivalent to 100 gallons. 

The plan is to put up an adequate water system infrastructure, construct a Main Water 

Reservoir Facility that delivers the water through an inexpensive and efficient piping system 

straight to or near the villager’s households, through the school, the health center and to 

some extent even for irrigation usage for agriculture and livestock. 

The proposed project shall also include the construction of communal toilets and drinking 

facilities in the school and health center. The beneficiary community will be tasked to 

participate in overseeing the project during the entire duration and will be provided with 

the necessary skills trainings and equipments to be able to manage and maintain the water 

system sustainably. 

(2) List any Cooperating Organization(s) or University(ies) involved in the proposed 

activity(ies) 

Rotary Club of Banilad Metro will directly oversee and carry out this project. They will 

approve and retain reliable contractors, oversee purchases, coordinate with partner 

organizations and stakeholders, and ensure that funds are well managed and under full 

control at all times. The club members will be directly involved from project planning, 

implementation, construction supervision, training, consultancy, system testing and 

monitoring. 

Cuatro De Agosto Multi-Purpose Cooperative (CAMPC) will be tasked to organize their 

members to form the local water board or council, overseeing daily management, 

maintenance and collection of minimal fees for the sustainable operation of the water 

system. 
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Rotary Community Corps of Cuatro De Agosto (RCC) will be tasked to mobilize and manage 

local resources, conduct trainings and consultations and to provide necessary manpower 

and security to the project. 

Barangay Council of Cuatro de Agosto will help facilitate and secure necessary government 

and operational permits and documentations, to provide local legislation in aid of project 

and to offer local skills and knowledge for the project. 

Rotary Club of Maasin will help in shipping, purchasing and/or procuring local materials for 

the project, help provide additional needed funding and to provide local knowledge and 

expertise. The club members assigned will also monitor the project in all its phases for its 

sustainability. 

Rotary Club of Ormoc will help in shipping, purchasing and/or procuring local materials for 

the project, help provide additional needed funding and to arrange travel and 

transportation requirements to the project site. The club members assigned will also 

monitor the project in all its phases for its sustainability. 

Bayan Muna Partylist as represented by Cong. Teddy Casiño, an honorary member of the 

Rotary Club of Banilad Metro, will help provide additional project funding. They will also 

advise and help in grassroots organization and training. 

The Public Relations committees of Districts 1070 and 3860 will be involved in the 

promotion of the project. 

 

(3) Describe how the benefitting community(ies) will be involved in the activity(ies). If the 

activity is a scholarship, enter “N/A” 

The community will be involved in providing contract workers for the project and provision 

of local materials and equipments. They will accommodate and provide appropriate housing 

facilities for visitors during the duration of the project construction. The villagers will 

provide the workers with affordable meals and lodging facilities. They will oversee security 

and storage for all construction and project materials and will be tasked to secure and 

maintain properly all infrastructures after project construction completion. 

Barangay Council of Cuatro De Agosto will pass and enact local legislation and resolutions, 

help conduct consultations among the stakeholders, ensure approval of any land deed of 

donations and liaison with the Municipal Government if necessary. 

Rotary Community Corps of Cuatro De Agosto (RCC) will be involved in conducting training 

and capacity building among the stakeholders ensuring positive participation from 

everyone. They will be responsible for any legwork involved in all phases of the project. 
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Cuatro De Agosto Multi-Purpose Cooperative (CAMPC) will be involved as the beneficiary 

organization representing all stakeholders and will ensure the sustainability of the project 

which it will manage and oversee after completion and turn-over. They will conduct 

trainings and conferences among all stakeholders on best practices on sanitation and water 

conservation, among others. 

 

(4) Has the benefiting community confirmed that they would like this activity to take 

place?       

 

Yes. 

 

(5) Proposed Start Date:                    July 20, 2013 

 

 

(6) Proposed Completion Date          May 30, 2014 

 

 

SECTION D  – AREA OF FOCUS 

 

(1) With which area(s) of focus is the proposed activity aligned?   

 Peace and Conflict prevention/resolution – No 

 Disease Prevention and Treatment – Yes 

 Water and Sanitation – Yes 

 Maternal and Child Health – Yes 

 Basic Education and Literacy – Yes 

 Economic and Community Development – Yes 

 

(2) Describe how the activity (ies) will address the goal (s) of the Area of Focus 

Disease Prevention and Treatment - Waterborne and other such diseases in the village will 

be virtually eliminated through the construction of a main water reservoir, with filters and 

periodic water testing and monitoring, distributed directly to all households in a piping 

system. The toilets of every household will now have available water and as such, fecal 
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contamination will be greatly reduced resulting in further health benefits. There will now be 

available water as well in the local health center which will improve its services. 

Water and Sanitation – Now in almost a century of suffering from having no flowing water, a 

steady and available source of potable water for the community means a better quality of 

life for everyone. All stakeholders will greatly benefit because water is life. 

Maternal and Child Health - The mortality and morbidity rate amongst young children and 

their mothers due to water borne diseases will be minimized. Children now can be bathed 

regularly ensuring sanitation and eliminating diseases. 

Basic Education and Literacy – Because of a clean water supply, healthier and cleaner 

children will do better at school, they will now have more time for their studies instead of 

helping fetch and harvest water from the spring source 2 kilometers up the mountains. The 

school will have cleaner and more sanitary toilet facilities. 

Economic and Community Development – Income generating activities will be further 

enhanced and now villagers will have more time to focus on their work, craft or small 

business. Skills learned in managing their local water resources will also inspire the 

community making it awake from its lethargy after years of Government neglect. 

 

 

SECTION E - PROJECT OUTCOMES 

(1) What are the immediate and long term outcomes of the activity? 

 

There will be a great reduction of child and maternal mortality and infectious diseases. 

The educational impact of knowledge gained by the community about the health 

benefits of clean and potable water and proper sanitation will be tremendous. There will 

be gains in health and fewer visits to the clinics for treatment of water borne and fecal 

related diseases. 

 

Water and Sanitation – With adequate water supply people will be healthier, 

will have cleaner homes and surroundings; sanitary toilets can be functional, 

public toilets for travelers can be put up, resulting to improved community 

services.  The community will attract more business ventures, people will 

engage in animal raising, gardening, putting up eateries, and many other 

things that can certainly improve their lives.  

Economic and Community Development – With improved living conditions, 

people can now easily engage in income generating projects for their family, 

and the youth can now continue with their studies, or help their parents. 
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By this development, the villagers will have time to advance their community, 

such as cleanliness, beautification, social activities, thereby strenghtening 

their relationship with each other resulting to having a brighter view of the 

world around them. 

Education and Skills Development 

With water and sanitation problems behind them, more students will be 

inspired and interested in coming to school resulting to better learning or 

quality education.  

The resulting skills training in water resources management, maintenance 

and sustainability will expose more villagers in modern technologies and 

know how. 

 

(2) Explain how all involved parties will act to ensure the sustainability of the activities 

and/or outcomes. 

Empowering the members and stakeholders of the Cuatro De Agosto Multi-Purpose 

Cooperative (CAMPC) to take ownership and responsibility of the project’s activities 

will ensure a sustainable outcome. Through a Project Implementation Team – 

composed of and supported by representatives of the various local stakeholders 

including CAMPC, RCC and the Council – the project will thus produce a group of 

motivated and competent people who will do everything they can to achieve 

sustainability. There shall be an instilled commitment of a community ownership for 

the project – everybody works for it, everybody owns it, everybody benefits by it. 

The Project Implementation Team shall strive to make the stakeholders appreciate 

volunteers support, encouragement, local knowledge of skills and shared resources. 

Management, Maintenance and Sustainability mechanisms shall be thoroughly 

planned, analyzed, discussed and consulted with the various partners and 

stakeholders. Community participation and cooperation is crucial in this project not 

only because the community benefits from the availability of water but because it is 

the community itself that will manage and supervise the daily operations of the 

water system. Residents can avail of clean and potable water for a minimal fee. It is 

the duty of the management team of CAMPC to collect the necessary and 

appropriate fees to ensure that water services will become sustainable in the long 

run and also to keep the watershed protected.   

The strength of the project programme is the opportunity it will create for the 

community to have a sense of a common and united achievable goal.  
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It will be a monument of triumph over the many years of adversities, of government 

apathy and empty promises, and of the community’s own self-doubts and self-pity. It 

will help the stakeholders and community arise from their lethargy, becoming aware 

of their rights, roles and their capabilities to sustain and manage a precious resource 

that is most beneficial to all. 

 

 

 

SECTION F -  BUDGET 

 

(1) Currency / Exchange Rate 

 

Name of Local Currency: Philippine Peso (PhP) 

 

Current Exchange Rate: 1.0000 

 

Date Exchange Rate Entered: 25 June 2012 

 

(2) Budget Details 

 

 

Budget Item Supplier / Vendor Amount in Local Amount in USD

Currency

Intake Box 1 TBN - Local Contractors 2,000.00                                2,000.00                                      

Includes Materials, and Suppliers

Labor and Supervision,

Construction, Fixtures

Rental of Equipments

Main Reservoir TBN - Local Contractors 10,000.00                              10,000.00                                    

Includes Materials, and Suppliers

Labor and Supervision,

Construction, Fixtures

Rental of Equipments

Transmission TBN - Local Contractors 8,000.00                                8,000.00                                      

Pipe Line and Suppliers

Includes Materials,

Labor and Supervision,

Construction, Fixtures

Rental of Equipments

Sub-Total (1) 20,000.00                                    
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Budget Item Supplier / Vendor Amount in Local Amount in USD

Currency

Distribution TBN - Local Contractors 6,000.00                                6,000.00                                      

Pipe Line and Suppliers

Includes Materials,

Labor and Supervision,

Construction, Fixtures

Rental of Equipments

Communal Faucets TBN - Local Contractors 3,000.00                                3,000.00                                      

Includes Materials, and Suppliers

Labor and Supervision,

Construction, Fixtures

Rental of Equipments

Blow Off Valve TBN - Local Contractors 2,000.00                                2,000.00                                      

and Fire Hydrant and Suppliers

Includes Materials,

Labor and Supervision,

Construction, Fixtures

Rental of Equipments

School Toilet TBN - Local Contractors 2,000.00                                2,000.00                                      

and Drinking Fountain and Suppliers

Includes Materials,

Labor and Supervision,

Construction, Fixtures

Health Center TBN - Local Contractors 1,000.00                                1,000.00                                      

Toilet and Wash and Suppliers

Includes Materials,

Labor and Supervision,

Construction, Fixtures

Filtration System TBN - Local Contractors 2,000.00                                2,000.00                                      

and Suppliers

Monitoring and TBN - Local Contractors 2,000.00                                2,000.00                                      

Testing and Suppliers

Beneficiary Training NA 4,000.00                                4,000.00                                      

and Equipments

Power Generation TBN - Local Contractors 3,000.00                                3,000.00                                      

and Electrification and Suppliers

Contingency RRW NA 5,000.00                                5,000.00                                      

Sub-Total (2) 30,000.00                                    

Budgeted Total in Local Currency: 50,000.00 

 

Budgeted Total in USD: 50,000.00 
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SECTION G -  FINANCING 

 

(1) DDF Amount in USD:   10,000.00 

 

 

(2) Rotarian Cash Amount in USD: 20,000.00 

 

 

(3) Additional outside funding in USD: 

Maximum Rotary Foundation: 20,000.00 

 

(4) Requested Rotary Foundation (TRF) Match in USD: 20,000.00 

Computed Total Financing in USD (Cash+DDF+Match): 50,000.00 

 

 


